
Location: WEBEX  
Date: Wednesday, 10th July 2019, 12:35 – 13:35 CEST  
Chair: Mr. Eom Sungbok (Republic of Korea), Mr. Thomas Fuhrmann (Germany)  
Secretary: Mr. Dr. Stephan Müller von Kralik (Germany / CLEPA)

13 people attended at the meeting (hereof all via Audio Conference).

Minutes of WEBEX No.5 were released.

Updated Agenda of WEBEX meetings until 12th IWG PSG meeting in Geneva was released.

1. **Confirm exact numbers/facts/values/wording for guidance**

Hyundai/Kia: showed picture from WEBEX No.4 and explained difficulties to achieve 125mm and 40% area coverage. Hyundai/Kia confirmed that they could meet in future the 125mm boundary, but not everywhere and therefore would require a secondary %-Area rule of preferred 50%.

KATRI: Confirmed the proposal by IWG PSG Chairs of 125mm as primary rule and 40% as secondary rule.

Hyundai/Kia: basically accepts the proposal by Chairs of IWG PSG for Hyundai/Kia, but cannot speak for OICA members.

OICA: OICA explained that 135mm width and 50% area coverage is already a significant challenge to the global automotive industry. Korean industry may have a timely lead, but still 125mm width and 40% area coverage would mean further additional efforts. As there seems to be no big difference between 125mm ⇔ 135mm and 40% ⇔ 50% results in CLEPA / KATRI glass pane overview shown, OICA proposes to stay with OICA proposal.

KATRI: As the Guideline / Mutual resolution is a recommendation to improve the situation of today and not a technical regulation members of the group are asked to review, if 125mm and 40% would really not be possible to agree upon.

The attending members agreed that additional time (until next WEBEX No.7) is needed for the members of IWG PSG to review internally which final values 125mm ⇔ 135mm and 40% ⇔ 50% or any compromise in between can be commonly finally agreed in 7th WEBEX.
2. **Discuss input on boundary wording and documentation**

Secretary: Showed the updated wording proposal by IWG PSG Chairs. A detailed discussion arouse on following questions:

- What means "summed-up width"?
  => could be clarified with 2 pages from WEBEX No. 4 presentation of CLEPA.

- Are there technical limitations for CPA Stripe Design on glass panes?
  => could be answered by GFE: "Based on some feedback, but not of all glass suppliers, Glass for Europe is not aware of specific technical limitation on CPA Stripe Design. But due to the fact that not all glass suppliers gave a feedback, this is not to be regarded as a general statement and needs to be reviewed case by case of individual design drawings."

- Could "a side" be changed to "any side"?
  => the attending group agreed this can be changed to be more clear.

- Additional changes due to the wording change "any side" shall be included by secretary as draft and sent out for review ahead of 7th WEBEX.

The attending members agreed that the wording proposal of IWG PSG Chairs with above changes discussed in the meeting is regarded as “final draft” to be agreed in 7th WEBEX. The values in the “final draft” shall be put into brackets to show that no final agreement on them has been found yet.

3. **Proposed agenda/topics for next WEBEX meeting in 2019**

- NEXT WEBEX No.7 planned for CW29 or 30 based on Doodle Poll result ending 12:00am CET 15th July.
- First WEBEX after summer break planned for CW36.

4. **Any other business**

nothing